
Green Schools 

News 
Its amazing to see the 

beautiful blue sky shining over 

Castlebar over the past few 

weeks and to hear all the birds singing first thing in the morning and 

late in the evenings. The earth is really getting a break from all the 

pollution that our cars make when we are travelling to school which is 

a positive thing that we can take from this lockdown. 

The Green Schools Committee are missing the usual things that we 

normally do at this stage of the year, like the check ups on lights 

being turned off, making sure that the taps are all turned off and 

especially our COW and WOW days.  

To help us make sure that everyone is staying active and instead of 

the COW and WOW days, Green Schools has come up with an 

exciting idea. We have also had a great idea!!! 

 

The first one is to see what the 

beautiful places and objects 

within our 5km limit are. The 

committee would love if you 

could take pictures of these 

places, send them in with a 

short description and then we 

hope to do a slide show of all 

the fantastic places around Castlebar. 

The 2nd idea that we had was, measuring the distance from your 

house to St. Angela’s. Then seeing how many times you can walk that 

distance over the next few weeks.    



We will start this challenge on Monday the 25th of May and keep it 

up for 2 weeks. We bet that if you keep a record of the amount you 

walk, cycle or scoot we would get up and down Croagh Patrick a few 

times a day.  

Are you up for these challenges????? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If so please take your photos and email them to 

schoolclosure2020@stangelasns.ie and put the heading Green 

Schools in the subject bar.  

For the 2nd challenge you can email the results on Friday June 5th to 

the same email address. 

In the meantime, keep safe, healthy and keep washing those hands 

(but be sure to turn off the tap!) 

From  

The Green Schools 

Committee.  
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